Abstract. In many scientific applications, dynamic data redistribution is used to enhance algorithm performance and achieve data locality in parallel programs on distributed memory multi-computers. In this paper, we present a new method, Compressed Diagonals Remapping (CDR) technique aims to the efficiency of runtime data redistribution on banded sparse matrices. The main idea of the proposed technique is first to compress the source matrix into a Compressed Diagonal Matrix (CDM) form. Based on the compressed diagonal matrix, a one-dimensional local and global index transformation method can be applied to carry out data redistribution on the compressed diagonal matrix. This process is identical to redistribute data in the two-dimensional banded sparse matrix. The CDR technique uses an efficient one-dimensional indexing scheme to perform data redistribution on banded sparse matrix. A significant improvement of this approach is that a processor does not need to determine the complicated sending or receiving data sets for dynamic data redistribution. The indexing cost is reduced significantly. The second advantage of the present techniques is the achievement of optimal packing/unpacking stages consequent upon the consecutive attribute of column elements in a compressed diagonal matrix. Another contribution of our methods is the ability to handle sparse matrix redistribution under two disjoint processor grids in the source and destination phases. A theoretical model to analyze the performance of the proposed technique is also presented in this paper. To evaluate the performance of our methods, we have implemented the present techniques on an IBM SP2 parallel machine along with the v2m algorithm and a dense redistribution strategy. The experimental results show that our technique provides significant improvement for runtime data redistribution of banded sparse matrices in most test samples.
Introduction
To efficiently execute a data-parallel program, which has become a widely accepted paradigm for programming distributed-memory parallel programs, appropriate data distribution is critical to the performance. Appropriate distribution can balance the computational load, increase data locality, and reduce interprocessor communication. Many data parallel programming languages such as High Performance Fortran (HPF), Fortran D, Vienna Fortran, and High Performance C (HPC) provide compiler directives for programmers to specify data distribution. Regular distributions provided by these languages, in general, have three types, BLOCK, CYCLIC, and BLOCK-CYCLIC(c). Examples of distributing an 8 × 8 matrix onto four processors using BLOCK, CYCLIC, and BLOCK-CYCLIC(c) distribution are shown in Figure 1 . Dongarra et al. [6] have shown that, these types of distribution are essential for many matrix-oriented scientific algorithms design on distributed memory machines. Many methods were proposed to address the problems of the communication sets identification for array statements with BLOCK-CYCLIC(c) distribution [4, 9, 16, 17, 25] . In [4] , Chatterjee et al. enumerated the local memory access sequence of communication sets for array statements with BLOCK-CYCLIC(c) distribution based on a finite-state machine. In this approach, the local memory access sequence can be characterized by FSM at most c states.
Techniques for dynamic data redistribution are discussed in many researches [3, 6, 11, 12, 14, 15, 18-22, 24, 26] . A detailed expatiation of these techniques was described in [11] . These techniques can be classified into three categories according to the type of redistribution problem that they solved. First, the general case solutions, methods in this category provide algorithms to perform array redistribution between processors that might be two disjoint sets in the source and destination distribution. The PITFALLS [24] and the ScaLAPACK [22] methods are two examples. They pay more attention on the indexing and the packing/unpacking issues. Second, the special case solutions, methods in this category assume that the redistribution of an array is under the same source/destination processor set. In general, they provide algorithms to generate the communication sets for some specific type of redistribution, such as BLOCK to CYCLIC redistribution, BLOCK-CYCLIC(kr) to BLOCK-CYCLIC(r ) redistribution [26] , and BLOCK-CYCLIC(s) to BLOCK-CYCLIC(t) redistribution [5] , where k, r , s, t are positive integers. The BLOCK-CYCLIC(s) to BLOCK-CYCLIC(t) redistribution is the most general case in this category. Finally, the communication optimization solutions, methods in this category, in general, provide different approaches to reduce the communication overheads in a redistribution process. Examples are the processor mapping technique [14] , the multiphase redistribution technique [15] , communication scheduling approach [6] and the strip mining approach [28] . Methods in this category pay more attention on the communication issue.
Prior works focused on dense array and regular distributions. When data redistribution is carried out on sparse matrices, these algorithms become inapplicable since large amount of memory and data transmission costs will be wasted. Another difficulty of redistributing data on sparse matrices is because nonzero elements are scattered unevenly, the coordinates of nonzero elements should be calculated at runtime. The different structures of compressed representation and multiple levels of indirection access for nonzero elements also lead to the difficulty on determining the communication sets for a redistribution process. Therefore, the redistribution process should be performed upon the nonzero structure to achieve better performance. Many schemes were proposed to provide efficient access of nonzero structures for sparse computation [1, 23, 27] . One of the most famous structures is CRS format. The CRS representation is well suit for block-cyclic data redistribution of sparse matrices since the block-cyclic distribution is defined either by row or column. Zapata et al. [2] proposed parallel sparse redistribution code for BLOCK-CYCLIC(x, *) to BLOCK-CYCLIC(y, *) data redistribution based on CRS structure. Two optimizations for memory buffers and indexing overheads were made in their algorithms, called Histogram and Coordinate. However, there are still some shortcomings to overcome. The parallel sparse redistribution code uses a multiple scan approach for unpacking each message to construct local CRS vectors in the receiving phase. It leads to higher indexing overheads for a redistribution process. Our previous work on discussing these optimizations was presented in [13] . Two algorithms, vector2message (v2m) and message2vector (m2v) were illustrated to overcome the problem of memory buffer and indexing overheads. The v2m algorithm is used to extract nonzero elements from compressed structures and pack data into messages in the sending stage; the m2v algorithm is used to unpack received messages and construct local sparse matrix in the destination stage.
Instead of discussing method on general sparse matrix, this paper presents techniques for data redistribution on banded sparse matrices. To efficiently perform data redistribution on distributed banded sparse matrices, we first reconstruct the source matrix into a compressed diagonal matrix format. The compressed diagonal matrix is structural similar to the CDS (Compressed Diagonal Scheme) representation. For the efficiency of redistribution process, the upper diagonals and lower diagonals are compressed inversely to the CDS format. A detail definition for the compressed diagonal matrix will be discussed in Section 2. Using a one-dimensional local and global index transformation method, data redistribution can be carried out on the compressed diagonal matrix. This process is identical to redistribute data in the original sparse matrix upon a matrix transposition phase. The CDR technique uses a simple one-dimensional data redistribution scheme to achieve data redistribution of banded sparse matrices. An extension of the present techniques is the ability to handle BLOCK-CYCLIC(x, *) to BLOCK-CYCLIC(y, *) data redistribution on banded sparse matrix with non-symmetric lower and upper bandwidth. A significant improvement of this approach is that a processor does not need to determine the complicated sending or receiving data sets for dynamic data redistribution. The indexing cost is significantly reduced. The second advantage of the present techniques is the achievement of optimal packing/unpacking stages consequent upon the consecutive attribute of column elements in a compressed diagonal matrix. Another contribution of our methods is the ability to handle sparse matrix redistribution under two disjoint processor grids in the source and destination phases.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces notations and terminology used in this paper. Section 3 presents the compressed diagonals remapping technique for data redistribution on banded sparse matrices. The performance analysis and experimental results will be given in Section 4. Section 5 briefly concludes this paper.
Preliminaries
In this section, we describe some notations and terminology used in this paper. Definition 2 Given a BLOCK-CYCLIC(x, *) over P processors to BLOCK-CYCLIC(y,*) over Q processors redistribution on sparse matrix M n0×n1 , the Source Local Matrix of processor P i denoted by SLM i , is defined as the set of sparse vectors that are distributed to processor P i in the source distribution. The Destination Local Matrix of processor Q j , denoted by DLM j , is defined as the set of sparse vectors that are distributed to processor Q j in the destination distribution, where 0
Definition 3 Given a BLOCK-CYCLIC(x, *) over P processors to BLOCK-CYCLIC(y, *) over Q processors redistribution on sparse matrix M n×n , a Basic Vector Cycle (BVC) is defined as BVC = lcm(x × P, y × Q). We define {v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v BVC-1 } is the first BVC of matrix M n×n , {v BVC , v BVC−1 , . . . , v 2BVC-1 } as the second BVC of matrix M n×n , and so on.
Definition 4
Given a sparse matrix M n×n , matrix M is said to be bended when all its nonzero elements are confined within a band formed by diagonals parallel to the main diagonal.
Definition 5
Given a banded sparse matrix M n×n , the bandwidth of matrix M, β, is the number of total nonvoid diagonals; the lower bandwidth, β l , of matrix M is the largest |i − j| such that i > j and M i j is nonzero; the upper bandwidth, β u , of a matrix M is the largest |i − j| such that i < j and M i j is nonzero; therefore β = β l + β u + 1. 
The paradigm of compressed diagonal matrix is shown in Figure 2 .
We use an example to clarify the above definitions. Figure 3 M. The corresponding compressed diagonal matrix of M 24×24 is shown in Figure 3 (b). The shadow blocks in M CD are represented as dummy tail or dummy head in each diagonal. Prior to the illustration of our method, we use the example given in Figure 4 (a) to clarify Definition 3. Upon a BLOCK-CYCLIC(2,*) over 6 source processors to BLOCK-CYCLIC(3,*) over 4 destination processors redistribution, according to Definition 
Compressed diagonals remapping technique
This section presents the Compressed Diagonals Remapping technique for performing BLOCK-CYCLIC(x, *) to BLOCK-CYCLIC(y, *) data redistribution on banded sparse matrix. Figure 4 is an example of BLOCK-CYCLIC(2,*) over six source processor to BLOCK-CYCLIC(3,*) over four destination processor redistribution represented by partitioning a banded sparse matrix M 24×24 and the compressed diagonal matrix into P/Q grids, the source/destination processor grids. Figure 4(a) shows the distribution shape of SLM s (LHS) and DLM s (RHS) in both source and destination phases for the global matrix. To simplify the presentation, we sketch the distribution shape for corresponding compressed diagonal matrix in Figure 4 (b). In the following discussion, we assume that the index of local sparse matrix and compressed diagonal matrix starts from zero. We also assume the compressed diagonal matrix of local sparse matrix is stored in local memory as program execution.
Applying Definition 7, we convert data redistribution on n × n sparse matrix to β × n compressed diagonal matrix. By the transposition point of view, the sparse vectors of matrix M can be regarded as matrix columns in [23, 17:20] = M CD [9:3, 23] , etc. Hereby, the BLOCK-CYCLIC(x, *) distribution on matrix M can be translated as BLOCK-CYCLIC(*, x) distribution on matrix M CD . Since a sparse vector of matrix M (identical to matrix column of M CD ) is distributed to the same computing node in a BLOCK-CYCLIC(x, *) distribution, we tend to reduce the problem further to one-dimensional BLOCK-CYCLIC redistribution case.
The sending stage
To perform the banded sparse matrix data redistribution, in the sending phase, one needs to calculate the destination processor for each column of compressed diagonal matrix M CD . Elements within those matrix columns that are distributed to the same destination processor will be packed into the same message buffer and be sent to its corresponding destination processor. Since each Basic Vector Cycle (BVC) has the same communication pattern [11] , we only need to determine the communication sets for matrix columns of M CD in the first BVC. The following states an efficient one-dimensional index calculation method for communication sets generation in the sending stage.
Given a BLOCK-CYCLIC(x, *) over P processors to BLOCK-CYCLIC(y,*) over Q processors data redistribution on banded sparse matrix M n×n , for a source processor P i , the destination processor of local sparse vector v k of SLM i (or matrix column c k of SLM iCD ) can be computed by the following equations,
where k = 0 to BVC −1. The function sg converts index of sparse vector (or matrix column) in source local matrix (or compressed diagonal matrix) to its corresponding global matrix index, i.e., SLM i [k, 0:n
The function dp is used to determine the destination processor of a sparse vector v sg(k) in global matrix M. Let us apply the example in Figure 4 to explain the method described above. The compressed diagonal matrix of SLM in each source processor is shown in Figure 5 . Considering the source local matrix SLM 4 in Figure 4 (a) and SLM 4CD in Figure 5 , for source processor P 4 , according to Eqs. (1) and (2), the destination processor of local sparse vectors, v 0 and v 1 are Q 2 and Q 3 , respectively. Since each Basic Vector Cycle (BVC) has the same communication set, one only needs to know the communication pattern in the first BVC. Using the information obtained above, the matrix columns c 0 and c 2 in the first and the second BVC of SLM 4CD will be packed to the message for destination processor Q 2 ; the matrix columns c 1 and c 3 in the first and the second BVC of SLM 4CD will be packed to the message for destination processor Q 3 . An abbreviation form of the messages can be represented as Figure 6 for its corresponding destination processors.
On constructing outgoing messages, the package for each destination processor is produced independently. As an individual package established, another packing process will be carried out follows the previous message was delivered. Therefore, the construction of outgoing messages and the transmission of these messages are performed alternatively. Such approach is mentioned asynchronous scheme. As the asynchronous communication manner and the MPI non-blocking message passing type were applied to our implementation; advantages of these adoption improve the algorithm performance are twofold: first, since each message was constructed independently, the computation and the communication overheads can be overlapped; second, the requirement of memory space was reduced because the reusable sending buffer.
The receiving stage
To construct local compressed diagonal matrix, in the receiving phase, a destination processor has to know the corresponding source processor for each sparse vector of its DLM Figure 6 . The outgoing messages in each source processor in the sending phase.
(or matrix column of its local compressed diagonal matrix). While a destination processor receives a message, one can extract data elements with a fixed size (the bandwidth β of sparse matrix) section by section. According to the communication pattern information obtained above, it then put those elements onto correct matrix columns in DLM CD .
Given a BLOCK-CYCLIC(x, *) over P processors to BLOCK-CYCLIC(y,*) over Q processors redistribution on banded sparse matrix M n×n , for a destination processor Q j , the source processor of local sparse vector v k of DLM j (or matrix column c k of DLM jCD ) can be computed by the following equations,
where k = 0 to BVC − 1. The function dg converts index of sparse vector (or matrix column) in destination local matrix (or compressed diagonal matrix) to its corresponding global matrix index, i.e., DLM j [k, 0:n
The function sp is used to determine the source processor of a sparse vector v dg(k) in global matrix M. We consider again the example in Section 3.1 to clarify the method described above in the receiving phase. In Figure 4 (a), for destination processor Q 2 , according to Eqs. (3) and (4), source processors of sparse vectors v 0 , v 1 ,v 2 , are P 3 , P 3 , and P 4 , respectively. Hence, destination processor Q 2 will receive two messages from source processors P 3 and P 4 as shown in upside of Figure 6 . In this stage, one does not need to consider the arriving order of different messages. By the compressed diagonal remapping technique, a destination processor unpacks each coming message independently upon arbitrary receiving order and constructs the local destination compressed diagonal matrix. Because the matrix columns are packed sequentially by column-index in the sending phase, it is normally to unpack the message according to the index order in the receiving phase. Return to the above example, assume the message msg P4⇒Q2 is arrived first, because P 4 is the source processor of sparse vector v 2 in DLM 2 , it unpacks the first 10 (β) elements from message to matrix column c 2 of its local compressed diagonal matrix in the first BVC (i.e., DLM 2CD [0:9, 2]); and unpacks the second 10 (β) elements to column c 5 of its local compressed diagonal matrix in the second BVC (i.e., DLM 2CD [0:9, 5]). When it receives the message sent by P 3 (i.e., msg P3⇒Q2 ), it unpacks the first and the second 10 (β) elements from message to columns c 0 and c 1 Figure 7 .
The proposed unpacking technique in the receiving phase allows a destination processor to disassemble each received message one time and in arbitrary receiving order. The construction of local compressed diagonal matrix and message passing can be performed alternatively. One benefit of this approach is the computation and communication overheads can be overlapped via the asynchronous communication scheme and non-blocking message passing manner of MPI implementation. Another advantage is the destination local compressed diagonal matrix can be generated directly. It is unnecessary to perform sparse matrix to compressed structure transformation for subsequence phase of matrix computations in a parallel program. The algorithm of compressed diagonal remapping technique is given as follows.
Algorithm Compressed Diagonals Remapping
Calculate destination processors for sparse vectors in the first BVC using Eq. (1) and (2); gather as a Sending Communication Pattern (CP S ); 3.
For ( j = myrank, z = 0 ; z < |Q|; j++, z++)
Pack the message for destination processor Q j to out buffer according to the CPs; 6.
If (out buffer ! = NULL) 7.
Send out buffer to destination processor Q j ; 8.
Construct Receiving Communication Pattern (CP R ) using (3) and (4); 9.
x = the number of messages to be received; 10.
For (z = 0; z < x; z++) 11.
Receive data sets in buffer from any source processor; 12.
Unpack the received messages according to CP R ; end of Basic Block Calculation

Performance evaluation and experimental results
Theoretical analysis
To evaluate the performance of the proposed technique, based on [12] , a dense redistribution approach that exchange data elements of entire matrix through a redistribution is implemented to compare with the method presented in this paper. The algorithms proposed in [13] are also selected to study the efficiency of this work. To simplify the presentation, we use CDR, Dense and V2M to represent the proposed technique, the dense redistribution approach and the algorithms in [13] , respectively, in the following discussion.
The numerical analysis proceeds with the definition of data transmission cost, which is defined as the amount of data exchanged between processors through a redistribution phase. Since the nonzero elements are distributed irregularly, to evaluate actual number of nonzero entries in a specific local sparse matrix is difficult. The global measurement is an alternative strategy to obtain legitimate performance analysis. Given a BLOCK-CYCLIC(x, *) over P processors to BLOCK-CYCLIC(y,*) over Q processors redistribution on banded sparse matrix M n×n with bandwidth β, the total communication cost of the CDR method can be defined as follows,
The Dense redistribution algorithm processes the entire matrix, we can have
By [12] , a message is composed by numbers of meta-streams, the amount of data movement is approximately to two times of total nonzero elements plus the number of local sparse vectors in each SLM. Hence, the communication overheads of the V2M method can be defined as follows,
Where, α is the number of nonzero elements in matrix M n×n . If the sparsity of M n×n is θ , Eq. (7) can be formulated as
According to Eqs. (5) and (8), we can have the following equation,
After reduction of the above inequality, we can have
The compressed diagonal remapping technique achieve lower communication overheads if β < 2θ n. Therefore, we can predict that the CDR technique will have better performance than the V2M algorithm when a banded sparse matrix has smaller bandwidth or higher sparsity and matrix size. The other term for evaluating the efficiency of a redistribution algorithm is transiting cost, which is defined as time complexity of an algorithm to perform data packing and unpacking. For CDR technique, by transposing the local compressed diagonal matrix, elements of a matrix column in SLM CD (or DLM CD ) will have consecutive memory addresses in rowmajor manner. To put these elements into message or extract them from message to local compressed diagonal matrix, by grouping the consecutive elements into a data section, only one memory movement operation is required. Therefore, to construct messages for corresponding destination processors in the sending phase and unpack received messages to generate local compressed diagonal matrix in the receiving phase, for a computation node, the transiting cost of CDR technique can be summarized as follows,
For the Dense redistribution algorithm, the entire local sparse matrix is scanned once in both sending and receiving phase in order to pack sending messages and construct local 
destination sparse matrix. For a computation node, the transiting cost of Dense method can be defined as follows,
For the V2M method, each nonzero entry in CRS/CCS vectors is scanned exactly once and then packed into a message in the sending phase; a message is also scanned once to construct the destination matrix in the receiving phase. Hence, the transiting cost is direct proportion to the size of CRS/CCS vectors. For a computation node, the transiting cost of the V2M technique can be modeled as follows,
The summarization of above analysis is given in Table 1 .
Experimental results
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we have implemented the CDR, Dense, and V2M methods. All of the three methods were written in the single program multiple data (SPMD) programming paradigm with C + MPI codes and executed on an IBM SP2 parallel machine. Six matrices with real number entries selecting from Harwell-Boeing Sparse Matrix Collection as shown in Table 2 were used for the test. We use θ, n, α, β and to represent sparsity, matrix size, total nonzero entries, bandwidth of the matrices and non-void diagonals in the test-matrix, respectively. To get the experimental results, one test sample was executed 14 times by each algorithm. The mean time of ten tests (except the two maximum and the two minimum values) that were executed by an algorithm was used as the time to perform data redistribution. Figure 8 shows the performance of three different methods to execute a BLOCK-CYCLIC(block, *) to BLOCK-CYCLIC(cyclic, *) redistribution on those sparse matrices. A speedup study of CDR and V2M techniques to the Dense method is also figured on the upside of the performance chart. From Figure 8 , we observed that the execution time of the CDR, V2M, and Dense algorithms has the order T (V2M) < T (CDR) < T (Dense) for Figure 8 . Performance of the CDR, Dense and V2M methods to execute BLOCK-CYCLIC(block,*) to BLOCK-CYCLIC(cyclic,*) redistribution of different test matrices on a 64-node SP2.
matrices JPWH991, RW5151 and BCSSTM13; for matrices MCCA, MHD3200A and BC-SSTK16, we have T (CDR) < T (V2M) < T (Dense). Lower sparsity is the reason for V2M algorithm to have better performance while smaller bandwidth is the reason for CDR technique to have better performance. We also obtained some phenomenon from these experiments. First, the CDR and V2M methods achieve higher speedup on performing the dynamic data redistribution of sparse matrices when matrix size is large (e.g. RW5151, BCSSTK16, MHD3200A and BCSSTM13).
Second, a BN-value is defined as the ratio of bandwidth (β) to matrix size (n), the CDR technique and V2M algorithm has higher speedup to the Dense method when BN-value is small (e.g. MHD3200A, RW5151, BCSSTK16) and lower matrix sparsity(θ ) (e.g. RW5151, BCSSTM13, BCSSTK16 and MHD3200A), respectively.
Third, considering matrices JPWH991 and BCSSTM13, the BN-value of JPWH991 (395/991 ∼ = 0.4) is smaller than that of BCSSTM13 (1045/2003 ∼ = 0.52), according to Eq. (5), speedup of the CDR technique to the Dense algorithm for JPWH991 (56.58/43.14 ∼ = 1.3) will higher than that for BCSSTM13(140/795 ∼ = 1.47). Contrarily, the CDR method has higher speedup on BCSSTM13 matrix. This is because the BCSSTM13 matrix has larger matrix size than JPWH991. The communication cost of CDR method is reduced more significantly on BCSSTM13.
For matrices JPWH991, RW5151 and BCSSTM13, larger bandwidth and lower sparsity are two major reasons for V2M algorithm to have better performance than CDR technique. However, according to the analysis in Section 4.1, the CDR technique has smaller transiting cost than that of the V2M algorithm. Consequently, the CDR technique outperforms the V2M algorithm even on the matrix has small sparsity but with large size (e.g. MHD3200A, BCSSTK16). For matrices MCCA, MHD3200A and BCSSTK16, smaller bandwidth and higher sparsity are the most reasons for CDR technique to have better performance than V2M algorithm.
The other examination is made to compare the execution time of the CDR, Dense and V2M methods to perform BLOCK-CYCLIC(2,*) over 64 processors to BLOCK-CYCLIC(4,*) over 32 processors redistribution on those test matrices as shown in Figure 9 . We have similar observations as those described in Figure 8 . For JPWH991, RW5151 and BCSSTM13, the execution time of the CDR, V2M, and Dense algorithms has the order T (V2M) < T (CDR) < T (Dense); for MCCA, MHD3200A and BCSSTK16, the execution time of the CDR, V2M, and Dense algorithms has the order T (CDR) < T (V2M) < T (Dense). The CDR technique performs very well when matrices have smaller bandwidth and higher sparsity. One another observation from this study is that when number of destination processors decreased in the receiving phase, the message startup cost for each source node is relative small. On the contrary, the size of each passing message becomes large. Therefore, the data transmission and memory transiting costs for local data packing and unpacking will become large as well. For the Dense and the CDR methods, the transiting cost is directly proportional to n 2 and βn, respectively. (i.e., T tran (Dense) ∝ n 2 and T tran (CDR) ∝ βn) When number of processing nodes reduced, if the matrix size is large, it will largely lead to higher communication and memory transiting overheads for Dense redistribution approach. On the other hand, the execution time of CDR technique grows gradually since the bandwidth of a matrix does Figure 9 . Performance of the CDR, Dense and V2M methods to execute data redistribution of BLOCK-CYCLIC(2,*) over 64 nodes to BLOCK-CYCLIC(4,*) over 32 nodes on different test matrices. not change. The test matrices MHD3200A and RW5151 are two obvious examples for this phenomenon. The CDR technique provides speedup (394/36 ∼ = 11) and (707/77 ∼ = 9.15) to the Dense method for a BLOCK-CYCLIC(block,*) to BLOCK-CYCLIC(cyclic,*) redistribution over 64 nodes on MHD3200A and RW5151, respectively. However, from Figure 9 , the CDR technique achieves speedup (540.84/42.32 ∼ = 12.78) and (863/85.91 ∼ = 10) to the Dense method for data redistribution over 32 destination nodes on MHD3200A and RW5151, respectively.
We summarize the above theoretical analysis and experimental observations as following remarks.
Remark 1 Performance of the compressed diagonals remapping technique mostly depends on the size of matrix bandwidth. The CDR technique performs very well when matrix size is large and bandwidth is small.
Remark 2
Performance of the V2M algorithm depends on the total number of nonzero entries of a sparse matrix. The V2M algorithm performs well when matrix size is large and sparsity is small.
Remark 3
For banded sparse matrix with fixed bandwidth, the higher sparsity of the matrix, the higher efficiency of CDR technique when performing data redistribution on that banded sparse matrix.
Conclusions
Dynamic block-cyclic data redistribution is used to enhance the performance of SPMD programs in many scientific applications. In this paper, we have presented a new method to efficiently perform block-cyclic data redistribution on banded sparse matrix. An extension of present techniques is the ability to handle BLOCK-CYCLIC(x, *) to BLOCK-CYCLIC(y, *) data redistribution on banded sparse matrix with non-symmetric lower and upper bandwidth. Another contribution of this work is that a destination compressed diagonal matrix can be generated directly through a redistribution phase. A local sparse matrix to compressed structure transformation can be avoided during program execution. Another significant improvement on algorithm performance is also presented via the asynchronous communication scheme applied to overlap communication and computation costs. The proposed technique can handle redistribution of sparse matrix with different source and destination processor grid. Experimental results show that our technique provides superior performance over a wide range of banded sparse matrix redistribution. When bandwidth of the matrix is small and the matrix size is large, the compressed diagonals remapping technique performs very well for BLOCK-CYCLIC(x, *) to BLOCK-CYCLIC(y, *) data redistribution.
